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If you or someone you know has been abused by a member of the clergy,
please report the abuse to law enforcement. You may also contact your local Diocesan Victim Assistance
Coordinator.
March for Life, Washington, DC

INTERCESSION

ACTS OF REPARATION (choose one)

May all who defend life find strength and renewal in the
Holy Spirit.

• Do you love your cup of tea or coffee? Abstain from
caffeine today, or try your coffee black.

PRAYERS

• “Unplug” for some time today, and reflect on how God
may be asking you to help build a culture of life in your
home, workplace, or Church community.

Our Father, 3 Hail Marys, Glory Be

REFLECTION
God has carefully, tenderly created every person in His
own image and likeness, to be in a loving relationship
with Himself. From each tiny child knit within a
mother’s womb, to every person approaching death, all
are loved perfectly and completely by God: “It is
therefore a service of love which we are all committed
to ensure to our neighbor, that his or her life may be
always defended and promoted, especially when it is
weak or threatened [emphasis added]” (Evangelium
vitae 77).
In a world in which those who are most vulnerable are
so often overlooked and disregarded, Christ calls us to
embrace and uphold the unconditional dignity of every
human life. In answering this call, we help to build “a
new culture of life, the fruit of the culture of truth and
of love” (EV 77). May the Holy Spirit continually
renew us as we strive to faithfully defend God’s gift of
life.

• Offer some other sacrifice, prayer, or act of penance that
you feel called to do for today’s intention.

ONE STEP FURTHER
Watching the news and reading headlines, we may
often feel helpless in the face of heartbreaking lack of
respect for human life. When our efforts to make a
difference feel small, it’s important to remember that
changing the culture is a process of conversion that
begins in our own hearts. It includes a willingness to be
instructed by the Holy Spirit and a desire to be close to
Jesus—the source of joy and love. How to Build a
Culture of Life briefly explains where to start:
respectlife.org/culture-of-life.
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